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Summertime Is
Finally Here!
Will we get our freedom back this month from covid?
It is the beginning which is super! Canada, and in particular
Ontario is speeding ahead with our vaccine campaign with
break neck speed. Many folks are just waiting to get their
second shots which can be booked now, if you haven’t done
so already (We still have to wait a minimum of 28 days for
the second shot).
This issue of HOME SHOW Magazine focuses on
timely July issues. Like eating and entertaining outside, getting vaccines for our pets, home improvement priorities and
being “old school.”
Remember that on many of the pages and ads you
can link directly to Youtube videos or websites with a simple
click. We hope you enjoy turning the fun pages of our special July issue of HOME SHOW Magazine!
Dave Jenkins
Publisher
1-800-465-1073 or dave@jenkinsshowproductions.com
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Share Your Story With Us!
Have a positive home renovation themed story, experience, recommendation, tale of how your
company got started that you want to have published in the Home Show Magazine?
Email Dave Jenkins at dave@jenkinsshowproductions.com. Whether it be enlightening, funny, or
informative, we would love to hear from you and help share your story!
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Fruity Sprinkles
Smoothie
Servings: 4
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup frozen blueberries
2 cups frozen strawberries
1 cup frozen mango
1 1/2
cups milk
1 carton (6 ounces) vanilla
yogurt
whipped cream
sprinkles

In blender, blend blueberries,
strawberries, mango, milk and
yogurt until combined.
Pour smoothie into four glasses.
Garnish with whipped cream
and sprinkles.

A

To kids, birthday parties are a big deal and only
happen once a year. From the decorations to
their friends and all the sweet, delicious treats
to devour, it can be an overwhelming amount of
excitement and awe.

sugar-filled birthday cake. Topped with fluffy, fun
whipped cream and mini sprinkles, it still provides
a sweet, festive treat. Plus, this smoothie can be
made in a matter of minutes using only one
kitchen appliance for easy clean up.

They receive gifts, get to have fun with their
friends and family, and get to snack on treats they
typically don’t have on a regular basis. This is
part of what makes birthdays so fun.

To make it, blend frozen blueberries, frozen
strawberries, frozen mango, milk and yogurt until
well combined.

It can be a lot of pressure for parents, though.
You want everything to be perfect and fall in line
with expectations, especially when it comes to
the food and treats served to everyone that day.
At the next party you’re hosting, try this delightful
Fruity Sprinkles Smoothie that fits the theme for
nearly any colourful birthday bash.
It’s made with frozen blueberries, frozen strawberries
and frozen mango for a healthier alternative to

Pour the mixture into four smoothie glasses and
garnish each with whipped cream and sprinkles
to add some extra colour.
It’s that easy to make and even better to enjoy
while watching your kid make wonderful
memories with friends and family.
Find more fun celebration recipes at Culinary.net.
If you made this recipe at home, use
#MyCulinaryConnection on your favourite social
network to share your work.

Sprinkle Surprise!
Say you saw it in HOME SHOW Magazine
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pgrades happen for all kinds of reasons, but one of
the most common purposes of a home renovation is to
make essential spaces like kitchens and bathrooms more
modern.
Modernizing your spaces isn’t just about the aesthetic, although
that is a major advantage, especially when it comes to resale value.
Updating your kitchen and bath is also an opportunity to introduce
new technology and enhancements that improve the function of
these high-traffic rooms.
Modern styles simplify everyday living and can make
contemporary entertaining more enjoyable. The sleek lines of
modern design lend themselves to a clean look, which is supported
by hidden features that make organization easier.

Smart Technology

Although the idea of a connected home isn’t new, technology
is steadily improving. This means smart features are now often
more affordable, easily integrated into the rest of your home and
available to help manage a wider range of household items.

In the kitchen, you can add smart technology in numerous
ways, from appliances and climate control to lighting and window
treatments. For example, touch-to-open and push-to-open doors and
drawers create a sleek, modern design while opening and closing with
either a push or touch of a button for convenience.
Similar diversity is available in the bathroom, where you can
incorporate connected health and fitness monitors, touchless toilets,
mirrors that double as information centers, towel warmers and even
showers that automatically adjust to your preferred temperature.

Paint

Changing the colours in a space is one of the most effective ways
to transform the decor, but the walls aren’t the only place where
paint can make a big impact, especially in rooms like the kitchen or
bathroom, where the cabinetry can make a bold statement.
Black is a hallmark of modern design and installing cabinetry
with a black finish can instantly upgrade a room. To create visual
interest, consider incorporating accent cabinets in a coordinating
finish. For example, you could pair Wellborn Cabinet’s Midtown
wall cabinets finished in Matte Ebony with upper center cabinets
finished in Putty Oak. An island in Bel-Air can incorporate both
dark and light tones for a cohesive look.
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Decorative Range Hoods

An exposed range hood is a trendy look that can add sophistication
to your kitchen. Treating this functional element as a statement
piece gives you another place to showcase your style and create a
sleek and modern look. If your hood is covered, consider making
the cabinet door a focal point with a material such as back-painted
glass.

Multi-Purpose Sinks

While your sink has some obvious functions, you can upgrade
the space for even more practical use. Some of the latest sink
design innovations include built-in features such as cutting boards,
colanders, bowls, drying racks and compost areas. In addition,
motion activated wastebaskets with separate compost or recycling
containers provide hands-free access to reduce unwanted messes.

Touchless Faucets

maintain a homey feel while adding the luxury of modern features.
Using warm colours, gold-toned hardware and sleek door styles can
deliver a glamorous yet welcoming design.
For example, Wellborn Cabinet’s Aspire Full Access Frameless
line features flat moulding and flush lines to create a thoughtfully
integrated flow throughout the kitchen. A Morristown door in the
Smokey Walnut finish and Serenity metal doors in Sand Gloss Glass
marry heirloom quality and contemporary finishes for a beautiful
and functional space.

Free-Standing Tubs

A luxurious soaking tub is a top demand for many homeowners,
and trends are moving toward free-standing options that create
a focal point in an oasis-like bathroom. You may be envisioning
an old-fashioned claw-foot style, but there are numerous modern
takes on the traditional version that can fit seamlessly into your
modern design scheme.

Public restrooms aren’t the only places you can benefit from a
touchless faucet. At home, the feature may come in handy when
your hands are full or filthy. An automatic water flow is convenient
and can help keep germs and grime under control. For the most
on-trend, modern look, coordinate your faucets with other bathroom
elements finished in gold hues, such as a laminate veneer vanity in a
high-gloss gold finish.

Wood-Look Flooring

Cabinetry

Find more ideas to modernize your living space
at wellborn.com.

Collectively, cabinets are the biggest component of most kitchens.
Since kitchens tend to be the hub of the home, it’s important to
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Natural wood floors were once the gold standard, but thanks to
improvements in the quality and appearance of laminate and vinyl
products, you can find alternative flooring in even high-end homes.
Laminate and vinyl planks give the same look as wood (or stone,
if you prefer) to complement a modern aesthetic, usually at a lower
price point and with greater durability over time.
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Hire the professionals
at JD Roofing for your:
905-818-1336
Email us at:

infojdroofing@gmail.com

www.jdroofing.ca

•
•
•
•

Skylights & Dryer Vents
Shingle & Metal Roof
Flat Roof
Attic Insulation
Velux Skylights
and Sun Tunnels
Well-positioned and properly designed
skylights can make a significant difference
to the look, feel and value of your home or
commercial building. Skylights in homes,
offices, and commercial applications
provide increased light and aesthetic value.

Whether you need a quick appetizer or something to snack on,
these Stuffed Cherry Tomatoes make for an appealing bite.
Find more snack recipes at Culinary.net.
Stuffed Cherry Tomatoes
24-48
1
2
1
3
2

cherry tomatoes
package (8 ounces) cream cheese, softened
tablespoons mayonnaise
medium cucumber, peeled and diced
green onion stalks, diced
teaspoons minced dill
fresh dill, for garnish

Cut thin slice off top of each tomato. Scoop out pulp. Invert
tomatoes on paper towel to drain.
In medium bowl, combine cream cheese and mayonnaise
until smooth. Stir in cucumber, green onion and dill. Spoon
mixture into tomatoes. Top with fresh dill.
Refrigerate until ready to serve.
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YOUR AD
HERE!
Advertise here
in August!
Contact Dave Jenkins at
dave@jenkinsshowproductions.com
today to reserve an ad in the upcoming
three magazines. A flight of three ads
is available for just $999+HST.
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Seniors Discount

10% off selling broker fees, no charge for
staging, packing support and junk removal.

CC Alexander

519-717-2625
ccyourrealestaterep@gmail.com
Sutton Team Realty Inc.
90 Morton Avenue East, Unit A
Brantford, Ontario, N3R 7J7

To Vaccinate or N
That is the Question.

Insights and
information from neighbourhood veterinarian
Dr. Hans Christoffersen,
who has over 20 years
experience. We hope
you’ll find it informative
(and entertaining!).
Actually, it’s not much
of a question. I am firmly in the
vaccinate camp – let me explain
why and why I believe it’s really
important to vaccinate your pet.
Infectious diseases (which is
what we’re trying to prevent with
vaccinations) are typically caught
outside the house – like in the
garden – so this magazine is
a great place to talk about this
potentially … uh … thorny issue
(get it? Thorns? Like in the garden?
Ha ha… Yes, I’m a dad!).

Vaccinating Elephants …
Sort Of
First of all, let’s tackle the
elephant in the room: Vaccines
have, like other recent issues,
become a political hot potato.
Whereas I have my political
views, they have
no bearing in
medicine.
Medicine is based
in science, which
is simply the best Not that elephant, but
perhaps fitting...

Not To Vaccinate
way to determine if something (like a medical
treatment, such as a vaccine), is effective or not.
So let’s put politics aside and simply look what’s
good for your pet’s health.

Vaccine Basics
So, ignoring elephants, let’s all quickly get
on the same page as to how vaccines work to
understand why they’re important.
When an animal - you, your pet … or an
elephant - is exposed to a pathogen (disease
causing critters such as bacteria or viruses),
the body takes a while to
identify the pathogen and
mount an immune response. This lag between
identification and response
Can’t we just be friends?
is critical to the success
of the pathogen in causing infection: Pathogens
need time to “set up shop” in the body to start reproducing and spreading so they can infect other
animals.
Our bodies are really smart, so we have
mechanisms, such as antibodies, to ensure that
the same pathogen won’t make us sick repeatedly. Antibodies are the
memory and rapid-response team of the
immune system. After
the body has identified a
pathogen by being
infected by it, it produces
antibodies to it. If, in the
future, the same
pathogen infects the
body, the antibodies
immediately alert the
immune system, which
Antibodies attacking a pathogen.
Take that!
rapidly destroys the
pathogen.

You may see the catch-22 here: To get
this rapid immunity to a pathogen, the body has
to have been previously infected by it. However,
if this is a nasty pathogen, there may not be a
second chance. This is where vaccines shine:
They trick the body into thinking it’s infected with
a specific pathogen, so that it builds antibodies.
This means that if, in the future, there really is an
infection with that pathogen, the body is ready!
(Note that to conserve resources, the body eventually ramps down production of antibodies to a
pathogen it hasn’t seen
in a while, so that’s why
we booster vaccines – it
keeps the immune system vigilant).
OK – we’re through the
classroom stuff. Whew…

Which Vaccines and Why?
There are lots of vaccines – some that are
strongly recommended for all pets, some that are
only recommended for
pets whose lifestyle puts
them at risk (such as
cats who roam outdoors)
and some that, frankly, I
don’t recommend.

Says Who?
Our decisions on which vaccines to use
and when are not arbitrary. There are a lot very
smart (more so than me!), dedicated veterinarians who continuously evaluate the current science and revise vaccination recommendations.
My clinics follow the American Animal Hospital
Association (AAHA) vaccination guidelines,
which are thoroughly researched and, I believe,
the most up-to-date and appropriate vaccination
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guidelines for pets living in Ontario.

individual basis based on a pet’s risk factors
(such as their lifestyle, where they live, and if they
travel). Examples are Bordetella (kennel cough),
feline leukemia, Leptospirosis, Lyme disease, etc.

Core Vaccines
“Core” vaccines are the vaccines recommended
for all pets. In Ontario, core vaccines
for dogs and cats are composed
of two doses: Rabies and DA2PP
(dogs) or FVRCP (cats). That’s it.
Let’s briefly look at these:
Not that core!

Rabies Vaccination
Provides immunity to the rabies virus, which is
both 100% fatal and can infect humans. Fortunately rabies is rare, but as pets can be a “bridge”
between humans and wildlife (where rabies is
spread), the government requires all pets to be
vaccinated against rabies. It’s the law.
Given that rabies is one of the only diseases
Over-Vaccination
that’s 100% fatal, I agree with the government
on this one (which is not that common, although
I wouldn’t be doing you any favours if I
I said we were going to avoid politics, so I dididn’t talk about over-vaccination. It’s a real thing,
gress…).
but only to a degree. Giving well-chosen, riskbased vaccinations is not over-vaccinating, but
rather prudent health care for your pet.
Everything in medicine (and in life, really) has
risk: There is a risk to vaccinating, but there is
also a risk to not vaccinating. The reason we split
vaccines into core and non-core vaccinations,
and we regularly re-evaluate our vaccination
protocols, is to ensure that we are balancing the
risk in favour of your pet’s health. That, in a nutshell, is our job as vets!

DA2PP / FVRCP
These are the combined core vaccines for
dogs and cats respectively. They consist of a mix
of antigens (antibody-building elements) that protect against several deadly diseases that are still
present and active in Ontario. It’s a really good
idea to vaccinate your pet against these diseases.
Non-Core Vaccinations
These are vaccinations that protect
against diseases that are less prevalent and/or
less deadly, and are evaluated on an

My Experience
So after all this, do I really believe
in vaccines? The answer is an emphatic
yes! Unlike in human medicine in North
America, where most vaccine-preventable
diseases have been driven to near-zero
levels (due to immunity from the
vaccinations), we still see quite a lot of
vaccine-preventable disease in
veterinary medicine. I have
personally seen pets become very
sick (and even die) of diseases a
simple vaccination would have
prevented. Once you’ve seen that
(which I hope you never will!), it’s
impossible to believe anything else.
Now we just need to do something
about those pesky elephants …

With care, Dr. Hans Christoffersen
Dr. Hans Christoffersen is a veterinarian
with 20 years of experience and is the
owner of Lakeview Animal Hospital in
Mississauga and Animal Care Clinic in
Brampton. Visit www.animalcareclinics.ca
and see the Animal Care Clinics YouTube
channel for more helpful information for
pet owners.
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$60$50Created by Oleksandr Panasovskyi
from the Noun Project

Custom knitting made with love
$20each

Preciously made in your requested size & colour
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3 for $15-

• Adorable baby dresses, vests, • Ponchos to keep you cozy
sweaters, booties and hats
during cool summer nights
• Place mats perfect for hot
• Baby bottle cozies
dishes fresh out of the oven
• Beautifuly customized knitted
• Baby blankets made with your
coasters to match your living
favourite colours and patterns
space and decor

Custom baby
jerseys for your
favourite team!

$65-

Visit us on Instagram and Facebook @TheKnittingBoutiquee,
or send us a custom order at theknittingboutiquee@gmail.com

The perfect gift to say, “I love you dearly”

Could You Be

OLD SCHOOL?
HumourUs
By Davey J.

The term “old school” can
be interpreted in several ways.
Some may view it as being
negative and some may view it as
being positive. I am of the opinion
that for me it is a compliment. I
think it is terrific when someone
says “that idea is rather old
school” or “man you are old
school”. In fact I sometimes
brag to clients that I am
just an old school guy.
Thank you very much.
Just to give you
some context, I was
born in the mid 1950’s.
So I was a teenager in
the groovy, hippy days
of the late 60’s - then
an old school millennial
in the disco 70’s (there
is that term again) then a tricenarcan in
the booming days
of the Motley Crue
80’s and so on.

Even today my music
tastes lean towards the sixties
and seventies which is
understandable as that is when
my warped mind started to take
shape. A time when you either
loved something or you thought
it was crap. You didn’t sit on the
fence, you developed an informed
opinion after listening to the
music. And that is my point. I was
taught to listen to the music then
make an educated decision. Old
school.
So old school to me
doesn’t mean you can’t adapt to
new ways or new trends. It means
“let me take a look at it, research
it, digest it and then I will let you
know.” That may take five seconds
or it might take a week. It depends
on when all the information can
be obtained. Thank goodness for
Google. And one day Google will
be old school. Think about it.
Even in our current,
temporary covid-19 climate we
have to make old school decisions
(Did the word “temporary” there
just make you smile? I hope so).
Do we read the facts, digest
the numbers, check out what is

working and what is not working elsewhere? Do
we follow the science, the proven results and
then get your jab? Or do you just choose to be
hesitant? That is not old school. After a slow
start Canada has proudly catapulted forth as the
number one nation worldwide with the largest
percentage of the population vaccinated. And to
use a hockey analogy we are now putting on the
power play for second shots. Let’s get ‘er done.
Or to use a new school term, Just Do It!

or more, he is efficient and can be patient. He
can stand back and admire successes. I take
a small credit for this. As a teenager he would
cut the lawn at home. I always told him to stand
back afterwards and admire the lawn, admire his
work. Were the sidewalks swept, were the edges
trimmed, were the flower pots in place and looking
good? Stand back and be proud of what you

We Canadians love our hockey. An old
school game which is evolving with the times.
Gone are the days of the Broadstreet Bullies, or
bench clearing brawls or fights in the crowds. The
game has adapted to be more skill and speed
oriented, more diverse, and more willing to adapt
to the times. That is applied “old school” at work.

created. It is not a chore, but an opportunity to
beautify. It was a work of art. He also learns from
mistakes and moves on quickly. Yes he is old
school - by my definition.

My son just clicked over thirty years of
age and I am proud to say that I think of him as
old school. That might be hard for a true millennial to admit but for me it is true. He is intelligent,
thoughtful, a gentleman, polite and knows more
useless information than anyone should rightfully
know (I mean that as a compliment). He picks up
new concepts by osmosis somehow, when he
tackles a project he does the work of two people

To me old school also means resilient. At
the first sign of trouble or conflict don’t cower, we
should attack or solve the issue or come up with
a plan B. Worry about how not to let it happen
again later. But do address it later and learn from
it.
Old school also means “smile”. My wife
has solved many, many issues or conflicts at
several events and meetings through the years,
and she always begins with a smile. There are
very few things that can’t be resolved when you
start on a positive note. So she qualifies as being
old school as well.
So let’s all listen to the music. Be patient,
be forgiving, get all the facts, do the right thing
and be a little more old school.
Sincerely
Davey J
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You know us for our superior garage doors,

NOW

905-569-9133

we are your superior
entry door company!

bmgaragedoor@hotmail.com
www.bmgaragedoor.com

B&M Garage Doors now offers a beautiful
solution to all your entry door needs!

Award-Winning Outdoor
Space Inspiration

Renovating your home’s outdoor spaces not
only enhances the aesthetic but can also provide
a host of recreational benefits. Taking a look at
award-winning projects can help many homeowners draw inspiration while also identifying capable, reputable contractors to take on the project.
For example, selected by a panel of
industry experts based on functionality, aesthetics,
craftsmanship, innovation and degree of
difficulty, these 2021 National Association of the
Remodeling Industry National Contractor of the
Year (CotY) Award Winners showcase a variety
of ideas for upgrading your outdoor spaces. Find
the complete list at nari.org/cotywinners.
Residential Landscape Design/Outdoor Living
Under $100,000
The clients wanted to upgrade a poorly

draining, impractical backyard into an attractive,
functional outdoor entertainment space that
flowed from the renovated basement. The project
included an outdoor area for entertaining, outdoor
kitchen, spacious patio with a custom concrete
fire pit, oversized ceiling fans, ample storage and
landscaping complete with native plants around
the perimeter.
“By working on this project, we learned how
important it is to take a holistic look at what clients
are trying to accomplish with their renovations,”
said Thomas Boyce, president of Boyce Design &
Contracting. “Often with outdoor living projects,
designers and contractors look at the exterior of
the home in isolation. We learned to look at how
the interior and exterior of the home connect to
each other to make sure the features and floor
plan flow and work well together. By taking this

approach, we were able to achieve a better
finished product that is more functional and
attractive for our clients.”
Residential Landscape Design/Outdoor Living
$100,000-$250,000
A young, active family was looking to create a
distinct outdoor living space with multiple
entertainment spaces that tied in with the existing
aesthetic and elevated the home amongst its
neighbors. The low-maintenance backyard now
features an outdoor dining area, sunken living
room, entertainment area and additional storage
space built with the home’s current architectural
features while also maintaining a large enough
yard for the kids and their friends to play.
“The aesthetic of the outdoor areas was designed
not only for function but also to reflect the interiors
and keep the inside-outside living feeling
continuous,” said Tim Johnson, owner and founder
of Livit Site + Structure. “For example, the shiplap
used on the fire table is the same shiplap
featured inside the home. Likewise, the Douglas
fir timbers used on the pergola are the same as
the interior ceiling beams.”
Residential Landscape Design/Outdoor Living
Over $250,000
A 4,000-square-foot project built at four different
elevations, this client wanted to include a safe

way to move from the upper level to the backyard
without coming through the house, a structure for
shade and protection from mosquitoes and a pool
with features that reflected the home. Adding a
covered screen room with individually controlled
wall panels, see-through fireplace, fountain, pool
with sheer descent waterfalls, recycled rock walls
and staircase from the upper elevation while
enclosing it all within a stone wall met those
expectations.
“A sound piece of advice for anyone building
anything in the backyard: get a plan,” said Ken
DePratt, owner of KD Poolscapes, Ltd. “Have it
match your expectations list. Then, and only then,
will you know if it matches your budget. We would
recommend doing your research when taking on
a pool project of any size. It’s hard to push that
hole around once it’s dug.”

Custom Contracting
Specializes in The Following Home Contracting Services:

ROOFING

SIDING

EAVESTROUGHS

WINDOWS
& DOORS

We give our customers our guarantee that you’ll receive workmanship
that is matched by no other contracting company in the area.
With over 20 years in business,
we’ve work with customers from all over the GTA.

Ask Us For A Quote

1-877-220-1655 or 289-769-9986
info@custom-contracting.ca
www.custom-contracting.ca

Top Tips

To Consider When Choosing A Renovator
Here are some top tips to help you find a
contractor from start to finish.

Go to the showroom:

It is important to visit showrooms and make sure
they have a physical location to walk in in case
an issue comes up! Visiting a showroom can
change your entire perspective. It is also necessary
to experience products before you purchase
them. Remember, seeing is believing.

RenoMark Member:

Make sure to choose a RenoMark Renovator,
who is committed to giving you superior service.
RenoMark members agree to abide by and follow
the Code of Conduct, which promises a standard
of performance higher than common industry
practice.

compensation insurance. This protects you from
liability if someone is hurt while working on your
property.

Ask Questions

Who is checking-in daily? Who is the on-site
project manager? Will you also be able to contact
them directly with questions? You should feel
confident that there is a person on-site tracking
every phase of your renovation.

Contractor is Insured with a minimum
of $2 Million & WSIB covered:

Ask for a copy of the insurance certificates. A
Contractor should have general liability insurance
that protects your home and property in the event
of an accident.
A contractor should also carry workers’

Read the reviews

Reviews are important but they do not tell the
entire picture. Be cautious of Black and White – If
a review is all positive or all negative, take a good
look at what it says. If the review is filled with
nothing but glowing praise or complete
hatred, it may be worth a closer look. So, go
straight to the detailed review that talks about the
process and people involved.

What kind of written warranty do you
have?

Most contractors will guarantee their work, and
some will even use a written warranty agreement.
This should clearly disclose what is covered in
the build, what is not, and for how long. While
a one-year warranty is good, two years is even
better. Others will provide long term warranties
for things like the foundation.

What is your typical payment
schedule?

The payment schedule is important for both you
and the contractor.
You do not want to pay the full price upfront, and
most contractors won’t ask you to do so. Discuss
payment terms before work begins, including
payment amounts, key deliverables and due
dates. Most contractors will expect a small down
payment of 10 percent as a deposit. It is preferable
to ask for fixed pricing so there will be no surprises
when it comes to payments.

Get it in writing:

A written contract will spell your project out in

detail: what, how, who, when and how much. This
is separate from a written quote as it will stipulate
necessary legal notes. It will also require a signature
from both parties. This document is crucial. In the
event anything goes wrong, this will be the
agreement you can fall back on, so read carefully.

The Best Price vs. The Cheapest Price:

Obviously, the price is important. But do not
necessarily go for the lowest bid, particularly if
it’s significantly lower than the others. That could
indicate that the contractor is planning on using
cheaper materials.
Experienced renovators know what it takes to do
something right and how much it costs, they’ll tell
you upfront. It may not always be the cheapest
price, in fact, it almost never is, but it will be the
best price. Your contractor has built relationships
with their suppliers and is able to pass the
savings on quality products to you.
Do not choose the contractor solely based on
price. Do your research. This is your
renovation and your money. There is a very
big difference between the “best price” and
the “cheapest price”.

Top Tips provided
and sponsored by:
905-564-9989

•

www.homerenodirect.com

Our Story
Company founders - James and Shauna Cowan have been
Wildlife Educators in Canada for over 25 years. Their message has
always been “We protect what we know!” All of Strig Design Studio
pieces have been designed in-house, including our patterns, fabrics
and garments. All of our unique, trademarked fabric designs have
been inspired by our natural world. Our hope is that when you
purchase and wear one of our garments it will spark a conversation
about nature, the animal it represents, conservation and natural beauty.

Visit StrigDesign.com to see more of our
authentically inspired-by-nature designs!

The August Issue Is
Coming Soon
Book Your Ads Today!
Feel free to write us back at
dave@jenkinsshowproductions.com with
article requests, pictures, and more for the next issue.

Advertising

To advertise your company in
HOME SHOW Magazine just reply to
dave@jenkinsshowproductions.com!

